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Abstract

This paper presents an EPTAS for scheduling fork-join task graphs with com-
munication delay on homogeneous processors, denoted as P |fork-join, cij|Cmax
in the α|β|γ-notation. The fork-join structure is a basic structure found in
many parallel computations. The algorithm uses an integer program as the
feasibility test and searches for a solution which would be guaranteed to be
within a 1 + ε factor of the optimum. It is shown that this runs in time
exponential in terms of 1/ε and polynomial in terms of the input size. Com-
munication costs are dealt with effectively for this fork-join graph structure.
The EPTAS is also adapted to scheduling independent tasks with release
times and deadlines, which is denoted as P |rj|Lmax.
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1. Introduction

In programming parallel systems, an optimisation problem is to sched-
ule the computational workload, where units of work, called tasks, are each
allocated to a processor and a time slot for execution, in such a way that
optimises (i.e. minimises) the makespan of the schedule. There are data
dependencies between the tasks, each one imposing a precedence constraint
that must be satisfied by the schedule.

The structure of such a workload can be represented by a task graph,
which is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where the nodes represent the tasks
and the edges represent their data communications. In addition to the pro-
cessing times of tasks, there are data communication times, which are delays
between the time when a sender finishes executing and when the receiver is
ready to start, if they have to communicate between processors. Communi-
cation delays are spared between tasks on the same processor. This models
systems where local communication between tasks on the same processor is
negligible in comparison to remote communication.

This work focuses on single fork-join workloads, with a structure repre-
sented by a fork-join DAG, made up of many branch tasks receiving data from
a common source, and sending data to a common sink (section 3). While
fork-join graphs are structurally simple, they are an important DAG struc-
ture, both theoretically and practically. In theory they are the basic parallel
sub-structure of series-parallel graphs and can represent master-slave types
of computation. In essence all kinds of computations that can be split into
independent tasks, but need data input for an initial task and then at the
end the results need to be reduced (e.g. data is merged) to a single task. In
practise they represent a significant subclass of parallel computations, e.g.
MapReduce frameworks, like Apache Hadoop and Spark, or scatter/gather
communication when using MPI parallelism. The modelled system has m
identical processors, with unrestricted communications, meaning that com-
munications can occur at the same time as each other and with the execution
of tasks as well.

Finding a valid schedule with optimal makespan for such fork-join graphs
is strongly NP-hard, because it is equivalent to scheduling independent tasks
(P ||Cmax, which is strongly NP-hard [5]) if communication times are set to
zero, as well as the processing times of the source and sink tasks.

An efficient polynomial time approximation scheme (EPTAS) for this
problem is presented in this paper. An EPTAS is an algorithm which, for
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an accuracy parameter ε > 0, gives a solution that is within a 1 + ε factor
of the optimum in polynomial time in terms of the input size n. An EPTAS
has complexity O(f(1/ε)×poly(n)), rather than O(nf(1/ε)) for a PTAS. The
algorithm uses dual approximation [12] and a configuration ILP [8] (section
6), with techniques to make this work for communication times.

2. Related Work

For scheduling tasks with precedence constraints on limited processors,
the problem denoted as P |prec|Cmax, there cannot be a PTAS, because a
lower bound of 4/3 for the best possible ratio of any polynomial time ap-
proximation algorithm has been proven in [20]. This is also true for the
harder problem P |prec, cij|Cmax which includes communication costs. Even
with unit processing and communication times, as in the problem denoted
P |pj = 1, cij = 1|Cmax, there is a minimum polynomial time approximation
ratio of 5/4 [13]. There are other theoretical results and approximations for
more specific problems under P |prec, cij|Cmax [18, 14], especially for constant
processing and communication times [1, 23, 21, 22, 10, 17, 11], and special
DAG structures [24, 19, 3, 6], but no PTAS for these.

Scheduling a fork-join DAG has less to do with precedence constraints
than the other problems under P |prec, cij|Cmax, because most tasks in the
fork-join structure are independent of each other. It is closer to scheduling
independent tasks with release times and deadlines, as a feasibility problem of
scheduling under time T . There has been some work done on such problems
[2, 4, 9] (but no EPTAS that we know of), and they are not directly applicable
to fork-join scheduling, which has to additionally consider the allocation of
the source and sink (section 8).

Configuration integer programs (section 6) are commonly used in the
design of approximation algorithms [8, 15], and one of its first uses was in
bin packing [7]. We also employ the dual approximation framework studied
in [12], to search for an optimum makespan with a series of guesses, instead
of solving for the solution directly.

3. Problem Definition

A DAG with fork-join structure is to be scheduled on m identical pro-
cessors (machines), minimising the makespan. In this DAG there is a source
task jsource, a sink task jsink, and a set of branch tasks J . Each branch
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task j ∈ J has an associated size vector (ρj, γ
in
j , γ

out
j ) ∈ P × Γ × Γ , which

gives the time cost of processing, time cost of incoming communication from
the source, and of outgoing communication to the sink, respectively. An in-
coming or outgoing communication cost is only incurred if the task is on a
different processor from the source or sink task, respectively, otherwise it is
0. P ⊂ N0 is the set of all processing times, and Γ ⊂ N0 is the set of all
communication times. Figure 1 shows an example fork-join DAG.

Figure 1: Fork-join DAG

A schedule consists of processor allocations π : J → [m] and start time
allocations σ : J → N0 for all tasks. The start time allocations are equivalent
to a total order ≤σ of execution over each set of tasks scheduled to the
same processor, because optimally, tasks start as early as possible given their
order. Therefore, for i, j ∈ J scheduled consecutively on the same processor
(meaning i ≤σ j and @ k ∈ J : i ≤σ k ≤σ j), the start time of j is

σ(j) =

{
max(σ(i) + ρi, γ

in
j ), if π(j) 6= π(jsource)

σ(i) + ρi, if π(j) = π(jsource)
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For j = min ≤σ, the first branch task on a processor,

σ(j) =

{
γinj , if π(j) 6= π(jsource)

0, if π(j) = π(jsource)

The objective is to find a schedule with optimal makespan. For this
objective, without loss of generality, the processing times of the source and
sink tasks can be set to 0, ρsource = ρsink = 0. The makespan is then given
by the start time of the sink:

max
j∈J

(
σ(j) + ρj +

{
γoutj , if π(j) 6= π(jsink)

0, if π(j) = π(jsink)

)

Figure 2: Schedule of fork-join DAG

Figure 2 shows a schedule of the DAG in figure 1. The arrows represent
communication delays. In this schedule, the source task executes on P1,
so tasks on P1 have no incoming communication delays, and the sink task
executes on P2, so tasks on P2 have no outgoing communication delays.
Communications can occur at the same time as each other so only the latest
communication delays will delay the schedule on each processor. Branch
tasks not scheduled on the same processor with either the source or sink are
said to be remote.
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4. Algorithm overview

As stated, finding a valid schedule with optimal makespan for the fork-
join graphs defined above is strongly NP-hard (section 1). We are therefore
proposing an EPTAS using the following strategy.

At the top-level, a binary search over different time bounds T is con-
ducted and for each T we test, using an ILP, whether a valid schedule with a
makespan ≤ T exists (the technique used in [12]). The range for T is finite,
as an upper bound for the optimal makespan is given by the fully sequen-
tial schedule, i.e. the sum of all processing times, and a lower bound is the
sum of all processing times divided by the number of processors (i.e. perfect
parallelism).

For each T , we set up an ILP in O(|J |) time to test if a feasible schedule
exists. To control the runtime complexity, we are using a configuration ILP
[7] with a fixed set of task size vectors normalised relative to T . The input to
the ILP are the numbers of tasks of each normalised size vector at the scale
set by T . To construct such an input that corresponds to the original input
instance, we need to simplify and transform the original instance in various
steps. Figure 3 illustrates our approach.

Figure 3: Overview of the scheme

The next section explains the simplification steps and analyses their im-
pact on the makespan quality.

5. Simplification of the instance

The following simplification steps reduce task size vectors to a constant
set, regardless of the input size, so that the size of the integer program is
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bounded and constant. This is done by rounding (truncating) large tasks into
standard values, and introducing placeholder tasks for small tasks (where
rounding becomes unsuitable).

The variable ε (where ε ∈ R, 0 < ε < 1, and we can assume without loss
of generality that 1

ε
∈ N ) decides the resolution of the schedule including task

size vectors and start times, and the accuracy of the approximation. Tasks
with processing times less than ε2T are said to be small tasks, and the rest
are big tasks. The subsets of small and big tasks are denoted Jsmall and Jbig
respectively. Tasks are sometimes also categorised by communication times.
The set of tasks with given communication times (γin, γout) ∈ Γ 2 is denoted
Jγ

in,γout .
Each of the following sections describes one simplification. Let I be the

original instance, and OPT be its optimal makespan. The makespan T will
be referenced throughout the definitions. It refers to the optimal makespan
for the fully simplified instance (I5), on which the integer program is applied,
hence it is the parameter of the binary search and decides the inputs to the
ILP. An L-schedule denotes a schedule with makespan at most L.

5.1. Communication Times

First, we limit the cardinality of Γ , by truncating all communication times
to the nearest multiple of εT , including 0. Let I1 be the instance obtained
after this communication times truncation step.

Lemma 1 (Communication truncation). Let T1 be the optimal makespan for
I1. Then

T1 ≤ OPT ≤ T1 + 2εT

Proof. A T1-schedule for I1 is transformed into a (T1 + 2εT )-schedule for I
by recovering the truncated communication times, which extends each com-
munication time by no more than εT .

Extending incoming communication times delays all branch tasks by no
more than εT . Extending the outgoing communication times delays the sink
by no more than εT . Together, these extend the schedule by at most 2εT . A
T1-schedule for I1 therefore guarantees a (T1 + 2εT )-schedule for I.

Now, the number of different communication costs is |Γ| = 1
ε
.
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5.2. Big Tasks

Next, the processing times of big tasks are truncated to a nearest nor-
malised value, from the following set, which decreases them by no more than
a 1 + ε factor.

{(1 + ε)nε2T | n ∈ N0} (1)

To illustrate this, Figure 4 shows some processing times truncated to the
nearest order of magnitude. Let I2 be the instance obtained by applying this
task time truncation step to I1.

Figure 4: Truncation of big task processing times

Lemma 2 (Big task truncation). Let T2 be the optimal makespan for I2.
Then

T2 ≤ T1 ≤ T2 + εT

Proof. A T2-schedule for I2 is transformed into a (1 + ε)T2-schedule for I1 by
recovering the truncated processing times. Let Tbig be the total processing
time of all big tasks. A processing time is at most truncated from a value
approaching (1+ε)n+1ε2T , to (1+ε)nε2T , where it was reduced by a factor of
at most 1+ε. Returned to original values, these processing times are increased
by no more than a factor of 1 + ε, and the entire schedule is increased by
no more than εTbig. Tbig is constant in all schedules for any instance, and
Tbig ≤ T where T is the optimal makespan for the final instance.

Therefore, a T2-schedule for I2 can guarantee a (T2 + εT )-schedule for
I1.
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5.3. Small Tasks

For the rounding strategy in the previous step, each processing time can
only be rounded to within some factor of itself. This would continue indefi-
nitely into the smaller processing times (infinitesimally small compared to T )
and cannot be used to bound the number of processing times. The number
of processing times must be bound in another way, in this case by approx-
imating the small tasks as uniform placeholder tasks. The task set Jsmall
for each communication size vector (γin, γout) ∈ Γ 2, denoted by Jγ

in,γout

small , is
replaced by a set of placeholder tasks Θγin,γout , each of uniform processing
time ε3T , which covers almost the same total processing time. That is, all
small tasks are removed, then, for all (γin, γout) ∈ Γ 2, the following (rounded
down) number of placeholder tasks with size vector (ε3T, γin, γout) are added:

|Θγin,γout| =

⌊∑
j∈Jγ

in,γout

small

ρj

ε3T

⌋
Let I3 be the instance obtained after replacing small tasks in I2 with

placeholder tasks. A schedule for I3, consisting of placeholder tasks instead
of small tasks, can be transformed back into a schedule for I2 by packing
small tasks back into the spaces (time slots) occupied by their placeholder
tasks, using Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, each small task in Jγ
in,γout

small is packed into the corre-
sponding placeholder spaces occupied by Θγin,γout , and this is done for all
communication size vectors γin, γout. We arrange the placeholder tasks of
the same γin in non-increasing order of γout (i.e. larger γout start earlier),
because for any schedule, placeholder tasks may be rearranged this way with-
out increasing the makespan. Hence the algorithm is applied in that order

of γout to {Jγ
in,γout

small | γout ∈ Γ}, for each γin ∈ Γ .
The packing uses a next-fit (next-cover) approach, which tries to fill each

space until it is exceeded (overpacked). When a task from Jγ
in,γout

small exceeds a
space, the rest of the schedule is shifted (pushed forward) to avoid overlaps.
The amount by which the space is overpacked is subtracted from the next

space on the same machine belonging to placeholders for Jγ
in,γout

small or for some

Jγ
in,γout−∆

small (∆ would be a multiple of εT ). If a space reduces to zero, we
move to the next space, and continue until the amount of overpacking has
been absorbed. If there are no more spaces to absorb this overpacking, the
processing time of the schedule on this processor is extended, and this over-
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packing is at most the processing time of an entire placeholder. If we run out

of tasks of a given set Jγ
in,γout

small while filling some space, the remaining space

is given to tasks in the next set in order Jγ
in,γout−∆

small . (The amount of space
subtracted from that set is no more than the amount given back to it.)

Generally, spaces for one communication size vector may not fit (by not
leaving enough time for communication for) tasks of another communica-
tion size vector. However, looking at tasks with the same incoming com-

munication, the spaces left unfilled by some Jγ
in,γout

small can become spaces for

Jγ
in,γout−∆

small . The shorter outgoing communication γout − ∆ guarantees that
no constraint is violated.

Figure 5 shows a schedule with some placeholder tasks. Figure 6 shows
the same schedule with small tasks packed into placeholder spaces, starting
with the larger outgoing communication size. Spaces for the smaller size may
be reduced (top processor) or closed completely (middle processor), but are
recouped with unused spaces (bottom processor). (It is also possible that all
spaces are used when the packing is close to perfect.)

Figure 5: Schedule with placeholder tasks

Lemma 3 (Small task placeholder tasks). Let T3 be the optimal makespan
for I3. Then

T3 − εT ≤ T2 ≤ T3 + 2εT

Proof. Given a schedule for I3 we can construct a valid schedule for I2 using
Algorithm 1. It can at most extend the schedule by ε2T for each γin ∈ Γ
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Figure 6: Schedule with small tasks recovered

where |Γ | = 1
ε
, and in total εT , because the algorithm ensures that the

overpacking of spaces for a given incoming communication size γin does not
extend the schedule by more than the processing of a small task, which is
ε2T .

Additionally, the numbers of placeholder tasks were rounded down, ig-

noring up to ε3T processing time for each Jγ
in,γout

small . Recovering them extends
the schedule by no more than ε3T · |Γ 2| = εT . Therefore, a T3-schedule for
I3 guarantees a (T3 + 2εT )-schedule for I2, giving

T2 ≤ T3 + 2εT

On the other hand, any L-schedule for instance I2, before the simplifica-
tion, can be transformed into (thus guaranteeing) an (L + εT )-schedule for
I3. This can be done by using next-fit again to pack the placeholder tasks
for each communication size vector (γin, γout) ∈ Γ 2 into the spaces occupied

by the small tasks Jγ
in,γout

small which they will replace. In an optimal schedule
for I2, the small tasks cannot be assumed to start in any particular order
with respect to communication times (unlike with placeholder tasks in I3),
due to their different processing times. The indeterminate order would cause
conflicts if using a process like Algorithm 1. Instead, the next-fit and push-
forward procedure found in Algorithm 1 is applied independently for each

Jγ
in,γout

small , extending the schedule by no more than the processing time of a
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Algorithm 1: Packing Tasks into Spaces

for γin ∈ Γ in any order do

Arrange placeholder tasks Θγin in decreasing γout order. Treat
them as spaces for their respective small tasks (with the same
γout).

for γout ∈ Γ in decreasing value do

for θ ∈ Θγin,γout in non-decreasing start order do

Fill θ with unscheduled tasks in Jγ
in,γout

small until θ is full or
exceeded

if space θ is exceeded then
t← length exceeded beyond θ
for each task (inc. placeholder tasks /∈ Θγin) or space
after θ on θ’s processor, in increasing start time do

if task then
delay this task by t

if space then
Shorten and delay this space by t
t← t− length of space

if t ≤ 0 then
break

for each θ ∈ Θγin,γout not completely filled do

θ becomes space for Jγ
in,γout−∆

small , with the next smaller
outgoing communication

placeholder task, ε3T , for each (γin, γout) ∈ Γ 2, and in total εT . This means
that T3 ≤ T2 + εT , and

T3 − εT ≤ T2

In other words, if T3 is the optimal makespan for I3, there cannot exist a
schedule for I2 with makespan < T3 − εT , which would otherwise guarantee
a smaller makespan for I3 than T3.

5.4. Placeholder task Arrangement

In a further simplified instance I4, placeholder tasks for each incoming

communication size, denoted Θγin

small ∀γin are forced to only exist in groups
of 1

ε
such placeholder tasks (with total processing time ε2T ), or in a stub,

which means a group of ≤ 1
ε

placeholder tasks. At most 1
ε

stubs can exist
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on one processor, as the stub for each incoming communication size can be
reduced to one.

Algorithm 2 can do this placeholder task arrangement for a schedule
where they are not grouped, by shifting placeholder tasks to earlier start
times and delaying tasks between the old and new start times as needed.
Figure 7 shows an example schedule on a processor before and after the
transformation, for 1

ε
= 3. The right arrow indicates delayed communications

in the transformed schedule, as tasks were shifted to the right.

Algorithm 2: Shifting placeholder tasks into blocks

for γin ∈ Γ do

for each placeholder task j ∈ Θγin, in non-decreasing start time do
if there is an unfinished block (with < 1

ε
placeholder tasks)

before j then
Start j at the end of that block
Delay all tasks (including other placeholder tasks) between
j’s old and new start times by ε3T

else
j is the start of a block

Figure 7: Shifting placeholder tasks into blocks, here 1/ε = 3

In the eventual integer program, a group of placeholder tasks is scheduled
as a single task. This reduces the variety of schedules and the size of the
integer program needed to find them. Let I4 be the instance of the problem
with this grouping restriction to the solution.
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Lemma 4 (Placeholder task arrangement). Let T4 be the optimal makespan
for I4.

T4 − εT ≤ T3 ≤ T4

Proof. A schedule for I3, where tasks are freely arranged, can be transformed
into a schedule for I4, where placeholder tasks are grouped together (into
blocks) using Algorithm 2.

A schedule is transformed without shifting more than 1
ε

placeholder tasks
past any one task, which does not delay the schedule by more than ε2T (due

to delayed communications), for each Θγin

small ∀γin ∈ Γ , and in total εT .

After this process, each Θγin

small ∀γin ∈ Γ could have left one stub, or
|Γ | = 1

ε
stubs in total, which complies with the restriction on I4.

Therefore, any L-schedule for I3 guarantees an (L + εT )-schedule for I4,
and if T4 is the optimal makespan for I4, then the optimal makespan for I3

cannot be less than T4 − εT .
Lastly, T4 is no smaller than T3 as placeholder tasks in I3 can be freely

arranged, hence they can be in the same order as in T4 if that is optimal.

5.5. Gap Sizes

As with task sizes, we limit the resolution of gaps in the schedule. Gaps
are idle times on a processor, before a branch task waiting for its communi-
cation to arrive. Their lengths are restricted to multiples of ε2T . Let I5 be
the instance where idle time gaps are restricted in this way.

Lemma 5 (Gap sizes). Let T5 be the optimal makespan for I5.

T5 − ε2T ≤ T4 ≤ T5

Proof. A schedule for I4 can be transformed into a schedule for I5, by ad-
justing the size of each of its gaps into a multiple of ε2T , the processing time
of a placeholder block, which is the smallest effective task (that can occur
repeatedly, which excludes stubs).

This can be done by packing empty spaces of size ε2T (which can be
thought of as filler tasks of size vector (ε2T, 0, 0), that are additional to the
instance), into the existing gaps between tasks, filling each gap until exceeded
(next-fit), delaying tasks scheduled after them as needed. Figure 8 shows this
transformation. The schedule on top has gaps of any length, and the schedule
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Figure 8: Representing empty spaces as filler tasks

beneath has the same gaps represented by filler tasks, or closed completely
due to delays.

This way, the schedule is extended by no more than ε2T , so an L-schedule
for I4 guarantees an (L + ε2T )-schedule for I5, and if T is the optimal
makespan for I5, then there cannot be a schedule for I4 with makespan less
than T − ε2T .

Lastly, T5 is no smaller than T4 as all tasks are in the same order, and no
task in T4 starts later than in T5.

I5 is the instance for which the integer program can find an optimal
solution. The smallest bound T found by the ILP is equal to its optimal
makespan T5.

6. Formulation of the Integer Linear Program

The integer linear program is formulated for instance I5, consisting of big
tasks and placeholder tasks, with restrictions on their placements which are
needed in some of the following. (It is applied to the same inputs as I3 but
is only optimal for I5).

The constructed ILP is a configuration ILP and a schedule is constructed
by selecting processor configurations. Let A = P×Γ×Γ be the set of all task
size vectors after it has been bounded by the simplifications. A configuration
C describes a set of tasks (multiset of task size vectors (ρ, γin, γout) ∈ A,
defined C : A→ N0) to be scheduled onto a processor, and be the only tasks
scheduled there. (For example, for a set A with three task size vectors a, b, c,
a configuration (1, 0, 2) would mean that one task of size vector a, none of
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size vector b, and two of size vector c go onto a processor, which will execute
these tasks only.) The tasks in a valid configuration must be able to execute
on one processor in some sequence, as well as finish communicating, under
the time bound T . The set of all needed configurations is denoted by C.

Variables xC ∀C ∈ C select the number of each configuration used.
Hence, a solution to this ILP is a selection of configurations, one for each pro-
cessor, which together can schedule all tasks in the given instance, respecting
time bound T .

The configuration ILP that is constructed has a matrix that is constant
(dimensions and elements) for each given ε. In other words, the constraints
are constant, as well as the number of variables. Only numeric values of the
input vector have increasing size O(|J |). In addition, the ILP is unaffected
by the size of elements in J . This makes it small in terms of the input size.

Next we formulate the constraints for the ILP and then we discuss how
to obtain the configurations.

6.1. Formulating Constraints

Let us first discuss task sizes. A task in a configuration can be thought
of as a slot which fits a task of that size vector, or in fact a size vector with
smaller communication times. A slot with size vector (ρ, γin, γout) can fit any
task with size vector (ρ, γin− , γ

out
− ), where γin ≥ γin− ∧γout ≥ γout− . This kind of

generalisation is applied to communication times but not processing times,
because fitting smaller communication times into slots does not change the
configuration, unlike with processing times, where more tasks would fit into
the configuration if processing times were reduced.

To make use of this, slots can be passed down to smaller size vectors, and
only configurations with the largest possible slots are needed. Let Nρ,γin,γout

be the total number of tasks of size vector (ρ, γin, γout) in the instance, and
let Cρ,γin,γout be the number of slots of that size vector in configuration C.
Normally, without reusing slots, we would have∑

C∈C

xCCρ,γin,γout ≥ Nρ,γin,γout ∀(ρ, γin, γout)

which requires the number of slots to be enough for the given tasks at
each individual size vector. Now, taking slot reuse into account, we can
have the following constraint, where S denotes the number of slots passed on
to smaller-communication size vectors, and S+ denotes the number of slots
passed down in the same way from larger-communication size vectors.
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∑
C∈C

xCCρ,γin,γout + S+ − S ≥ Nρ,γin,γout

To implement this, some variables are introduced. S+ is replaced with
S>in
ρ,γin+∆,γout

+ S>out
ρ,γin,γout+∆

, where S>in
ρ,γin+∆,γout

is the number of slots passed
down from the task size vector with the next bigger incoming communication,
and S>out

ρ,γin,γout+∆
is the number of slots passed down from the size vector with

next bigger outgoing communication. S is replaced with S>in
ρ,γin,γout

+S>out
ρ,γin,γout

,

where S>in
ρ,γin,γout

is the number of slots to pass down to the size vector with the

next smaller incoming communication, and S>out
ρ,γin,γout

is the number of slots to
pass down to the size vector with the next smaller outgoing communication.
The constraint becomes

∑
C∈C

xCCρ,γin,γout + S>inρ,γin+∆,γout + S>outρ,γin,γout+∆

− S>inρ,γin,γout − S
>out
ρ,γin,γout ≥ Nρ,γin,γout

∀(ρ, γin, γout) ∈ A (2)

Figure 9 visualises the S variables. Each grid cell is a task communication
size vector, and the arrows represent the directions in which slots are passed
on, from large to small size vectors.

Only one each of the source and sink tasks can be included in all con-
figurations. Let Csource = 1 if C contains the source, and likewise for the
sink.

∑
C∈C

xCCsource = 1 (3)∑
C∈C

xCCsink = 1 (4)

The total number of configurations selected is equal to the number of
processors. ∑

C∈C

xC = m (5)
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Figure 9: Transfer of slots from large to small size vectors

To summarise, the inputs (new for each T ) are:

Nρ,γin,γout ∀(ρ, γin, γout) ∈ A

the variables are:

xC ∀C ∈ C

S>inρ,γin,γout , S
>out
ρ,γin,γout ∀(ρ, γ

in, γout) ∈ A

and the constraints are the equations (2)-(5). These establish the ILP.

6.2. Obtaining the Configurations

Ignore the source and sink for a moment, and consider only configurations
C ∈ Cremote of branch tasks scheduled remotely. Only maximal configura-
tions (not subsets of other ones) are needed, as extra spaces provided by
a configuration can be unused. In addition, configurations which can form
other valid configurations by increasing the communication costs of its tasks,
are not needed. This is because they can be represented by more general
configurations where every task size vector is already maximised (in terms of
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communication time), if the ILP is formulated in a way that allows each slot
in a configuration to fit any smaller sized task (in terms of communication
time), as was mentioned in the previous section. We formalise this as:

Cremote = {C ∈ NA
0 | V alid(C) ∧Max(C)}

Max(C) =⇒ ∀x : C ∪ {x} /∈ Cremote

Max(C) =⇒ ∀(ρ, γ) : C \ {(ρ, γ)} ∪ {(ρ, γ+)} /∈ Cremote

where γ = γin, γout and γin+ > γin ∨ γout+ > γout

Once Cremote is obtained, replicating Cremote with the source, sink, or
both added to each configuration (with corresponding communication time
changes) will give the rest of the configurations.

Each C ∈ C is encoded in the matrix of the ILP as a vector of multiplic-
ities indexed by task sizes, where C contains the configurations needed to
represent every possible schedule, of task size vectors in A. As A is constant
and finite (section 5), so are their configurations C.

C can be built with the following procedure. First, consider task process-
ing times only, and ignore all communication costs. Let H be a (maximal)
subset of branch tasks (including blocks of placeholder tasks, and containing
at most 1

ε
stub blocks) that can fit onto one processor, which means having

sum of processing times ≤ T . H is the set of all possible maximal subsets
H. For each H ∈ H , add all its permutations G to set G. Each G ∈ G
implies start times for its tasks, assuming all communications arrive in time
meaning that σ(j) = σ(i) + ρi for i ≤G j, and σ(min ≤G) = 0. Then, for

every G ∈ G, add C = {(ρj,
⌊
σ(j)
εT

⌋
· εT,

⌊
T−σ(j)−ρj

εT

⌋
· εT ) | j ∈ G} to Cremote

(note that communication values are truncated to match those obtained af-
ter simplifications) In other words, each ordering becomes a configuration
after assigning the maximum allowable communication times to each task
slot given its position in the order and the resulting start time, as shown in
figure 10.

All configurations Cremote created this way are part of the final set, C ⊃
Cremote. In addition, for every C ∈ Cremote:

{jsource} ∪ {(ρ, γmax, γout) | (ρ, γin, γout) ∈ C} ∈ C

{jsink} ∪ {(ρ, γin, γmax) | (ρ, γin, γout) ∈ C} ∈ C

{jsource, jsink} ∪ {(ρ, γmax, γmax) | (ρ, γin, γout) ∈ C} ∈ C
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Figure 10: Obtaining a configuration

These are configurations where the incoming communication, outgoing
communication, or both, are not incurred because the source, sink, or both,
have been scheduled to them. Therefore, they can fit tasks with any value of
the corresponding communication time(s).

Lemma 6. There exists C ∈ C to represent any possible schedule on one
processor

Proof. Let K be any set of tasks that can be scheduled on a processor without
violating the time bound T , and K ′ be the same set of tasks with communi-
cation times ignored. The sum of processing times of these tasks is ≤ T , so
∃H ∈H : K ′ ⊆ H. There is some permutation G ∈ G of this H that implies
the same start times for those tasks in K as they would be viably scheduled.
Lastly, the C ∈ C that is created from G has the maximum possible com-
munication times for all of its tasks, including those which correspond to the
ones in K, and when treated as slots, they will fit all corresponding tasks in
K.

Lemma 7. The number of configurations |C| = 2O(1/ε2 log 1/ε)
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Proof. Let Pbig be the set of simplified processing times for big tasks, in-
cluding a block of 1

ε
placeholder tasks. Let Pstub be the set of processing

times for stub blocks of < 1
ε

placeholder tasks. For the truncated processing
times of the big tasks, equation (1), it holds (1 + ε)nε2T ≤ T , from which
follows n ≤ 2

log(1+ε)
log 1

ε
, hence |Pbig| = O(1

ε
log 1

ε
) for small ε < 1, and

|Pstub| = O(1
ε
).

A set H ∈ H can be described as multisets of processing times Hbig :
Pbig → [ 1

ε2
] and Hstub : Pstub → [1

ε
], where 1

ε2
is the most number of any ρ ∈

Pbig (minPbig = ε2T ) a processor can execute, and 1
ε

the most number of stubs

allowed on a processor. |H| = O(( 1
ε2

)|Pbig |×(1
ε
)|Pstub|) = 2O(|Pbig | log 1

ε2
+|Pstub| log 1

ε
) =

2O(1/ε log2 1/ε).
There are O( 1

ε2
) individual tasks in each H ∈ H , of which there are

O( 1
ε2

)! = O((1/ε2)1/ε2) = 2O(1/ε2 log 1/ε) permutations. Together, these create

|Cremote| = |G| = |H| × 2O(1/ε2 log 1/ε) = 2O(1/ε2 log 1/ε), and |C| = 4 · |Cremote|
is of the same order.

7. Result

An EPTAS can be formed using the processes (Figure 3) described above,
which has the following bounds and complexity.

From the lemmas 1 to 5:

(1− 2ε− ε2)T ≤ OPT ≤ (1 + 5ε)T

In other words, the optimum makespan is no shorter than (1 − 2ε − ε2)T ,
while the final makespan obtained by the EPTAS is no longer than (1+5ε)T .
Therefore, the schedule obtained by the EPTAS has makespan no longer than

(1 + 5ε)

(1− 2ε− ε2)
OPT

Let N = |J | be the number of tasks in the input. Simplifying the instance
and obtaining inputs for the ILP takes O(N) time. Using a binary search to
find T , the EPTAS has running time in the form (ILP +O(N)) · log(N).

The ILP has a number of constraints l given by the number of task size
vectors O( 1

ε3
log 1

ε
), a number of variables n dominated by the number of

configurations 2O(1/ε2 log 1/ε), and elements in the matrix no bigger than O( 1
ε2

)
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We make use of the result in [16], which has an algorithm that solves an
ILP in time

O(H)m · log(∆) · log(∆ + ‖b‖∞) +O(nl)

where H is bounded by the maximum of the 1-norm of the columns, which
corresponds to O(1/ε3) (the most number of tasks possible in a configura-
tion), ‖b‖∞ = O(N · 1

ε
) is the largest element in the input, which is bounded

by the maximum number of placeholder tasks, and ∆ = O( 1
ε2

) is the largest
element in the matrix. This has a low cost relative to the number of vari-
ables, which is the largest dimension in this configuration ILP. Substituting
the values, the ILP is solved in time

O(1/ε3)(1/ε3 log 1/ε) · log 1/ε2 · log(1/ε2 +N/ε)

+2O(1/ε2 log 1/ε) · O(1/ε3 log 1/ε)

= 2O(1/ε3 log2 1/ε) · (log 1/ε2 + log(1 +Nε)) + 2O(1/ε2 log 1/ε)

= 2O(1/ε3 log2 1/ε) · O(log(N) + log(ε))

= 2O(1/ε3 log2 1/ε)O(logN)

Theorem 8. The EPTAS finds a schedule with makespan no longer than:

(1 + 5ε)

(1− 2ε− ε2)
OPT

in time:
2O(1/ε3 log2 1/ε)O(log2N) +O(N logN)

This time complexity can be improved with the use of an efficient α-
approximation for this problem, if one exists, and we believe it likely does (a
result could be forthcoming). With the use of an α-approximation, a range
[`, α`] can first be obtained, where OPT ∈ [`, α`]. Then, apply simplifica-
tions to the processing and communication times of the original instance,
using ` as the guessed makespan, to obtain a simplified instance I0 with only
O(1/ε3 log 1/ε) task size vectors (section 6.2). After this, all additional in-
stances (for different guessed makespans) are obtained by simplifying from I0

in O(1/ε3 log 1/ε) time. In addition, only a O(1/ε) number of values in [`, α`]
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(in increments of O(ε) · `) need to be considered, for the purpose of having
an EPTAS (the approximation ratio will still be 1 + cε for some constant c).
With these methods, the time complexity of the EPTAS will be given by the
following, where α-APPROX is the time complexity of the α-approximation.

(ILP +O(1/ε3 log 1/ε)) · O(log 1/ε) +O(N) + α-APPROX

= 2O(1/ε3 log2 1/ε)O(logN) +O(N) + α-APPROX

7.1. Scheduling Fork-Graphs and Join-Graphs

The EPTAS can be applied in the proposed form to a fork graph (or
join graph, which reverses to become a fork-graph), by assigning 0 outgoing
communication cost to all branch tasks. This results in a smaller set of task
size vectors P × Γ × {0}, with cardinality reduced by a 1

ε
factor compared

to the set of task size vectors for the fork-join problem. This would reduce
the order of the number of constraints by a 1

ε
factor, resulting in a reduced

total time complexity of:

2O(1/ε2 log2 1/ε)O(log2N) +O(N logN)

Although the spare slot variables (e.g. S>inρ,γ ) could actually be eliminated
entirely in this situation, it would not reduce the order of the total number
of variables, which is dominated by the number of configurations and is not
reduced.

8. The Release-Times and Deadlines Scheduling Problem

A similar problem to scheduling fork-join graphs is scheduling tasks with
release times and deadlines (denoted P |rj|Lmax in the α|β|γ-notation), as
described in the following. A set J of independent tasks are to be scheduled
on m processors. Each task j has a release time rj, which is the earliest
time it may begin executing, and a deadline dj before which it must finish.
This is equivalent to scheduling a fork-join graph under time T (where T
can be set to the latest deadline maxj∈J dj), with all communication delays
incurred, so that a release time is effectively an incoming communication
delay, and a deadline is effectively time T minus an outgoing communication
delay. The objective is to minimise the maximum lateness of any task over
its deadline, L = maxj∈J(σ(j) + ρj − dj), which is equivalent to finding a
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minimum schedule with length T +LOPT which gives a minimum lateness of
LOPT .

Therefore, the EPTAS can be adapted to approximate the minimum L to
within a range, in the following way involving only a few modifications. Let
an instance of the problem be called U , which requires a set J of independent
tasks with release-times and deadlines to be scheduled onto m processors.

To begin with, create a fork-join graph with branch task j′ for each j ∈ J ,
with γinj′ = rj and γoutj′ = T − dj, where T is the latest deadline, maxj∈J dj.
Next, schedule this fork-join graph under a minimum amount of time T + L
on m processors, using the EPTAS. A modification must be made to the
scheduling rules that all communication costs are incurred (meaning that
effectively all tasks are scheduled remotely from the source and sink tasks).
To implement this, remove all configurations containing the source or sink
tasks, and assume they have been scheduled (i.e. remove the constraints∑

C xCCsource = 1,
∑

C xCCsink = 1). Let this adapted fork-join scheduling
problem be called U ′.

Let a T -schedule for U ′ denote a schedule with length at most T , and let
an L-schedule for U denote a schedule with at most L lateness.

Lemma 9. A (T + L)-schedule for U ′ implies an L-schedule for U , (vice
versa) an L-schedule for U implies a (T + L)-schedule for U ′.

Proof. Given a (T + L)-schedule for U ′, create an equivalent schedule for U
where each j ∈ J in problem U is scheduled at the same time and on the
same processor as its equivalent task j′ in problem U ′.

Task j′ can finish as late as T + L − γinj′ without extending its (T + L)-
schedule. Therefore, task j will also finish no later than T + L− γinj′ , which
would exceed its deadline, T − γinj′ , by no more than L.

In this way, an L-schedule for U can be obtained from a (T +L)-schedule
for U ′. The opposite result can be obtained in the reverse of this process.

Therefore, an L-schedule for U exists if and only if a (T + L)-schedule
exists for U ′.

Lemma 10. An approximate solution obtained by the EPTAS for U ′, and a
guaranteed range for the optimal solution

(1− aε)(T + L) ≤ OPT ≤ (1 + bε)(T + L)
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(where a, b are constants, from section 7), transform into an approximate
solution for U , and a guaranteed range for the optimum lateness

L− aε(T + L) ≤ LOPT ≤ L+ bε(T + L)

Proof. Any (1+bε)(T +L)-schedule given by the EPTAS guarantees a sched-
ule for U with lateness at most (1 + bε)(T + L) − T = L + bε(T + L) (by
lemma 9), which explains the upper bound.

If the EPTAS reports a lower bound of (1− aε)(T +L) for U ′, a schedule
for U with lateness less than L − aε(T + L) would guarantee a schedule for
U ′ shorter than T + L − aε(T + L) = (1 − aε)(T + L) (by lemma 9), which
would be impossible, by the correctness of the EPTAS.

9. Conclusion

This paper presents an EPTAS for scheduling fork-join task graphs with
communication costs. At the centre of this is a procedure which, given a time
bound T , either returns a schedule with makespan no longer than (1 + bε)T ,
or correctly determines that there is no schedule with makespan shorter than
(1 − aε)T , where a > 0 and b > 0 are constants. Using this test, a binary
search is carried out to reach a range for the optimum, and return a solution
within it. The EPTAS can be used on a fork or join DAG individually
with reduced time complexity. It also transfers to the problem of scheduling
independent tasks with release times and deadlines, minimising the lateness.
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